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This research project studies an alternative system for power distri-
bution in a tactical environment whose goal is to improve overall reliability 
while reducing the total cost of generating power. As a means of accomplish-
ing this end, we explore the concept of "common users" of generators in order 
to reduce system down time and optimize generator distribution. 
Our approach was to develop a computer-assisted, interactive decision 
model which is both portable and user friendly. The computer we chose was the 
Chromatics Colorgraphics system which both aids in clarifying the problem and 
promoting user interest. 
The problem we studied was fairly basic. Given an arc of operations, 
there are x units on the ground at given locations, interconnected by a road 
network. Some number of these units require varying amounts of power to be 
functional. Distance is used as a basis for determining the cost of provid-
ing this power. 
The decision support system we developed to aid the user in finding 
solutions to this problem is based on solving the k-best, minimum weight span-
ning trees for the network. It displays these k-trees in a tabular form which 
the user can then superimpose on a map and then, utilizing any additional in-
formation he may possess, decide upon a best solution. 
The model is easily expandable to larger, more complex situations and 
is equally useful in non-tactical applications. At the end of the report, we 
have suggested further possible applications and expansions for this system. 
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A. Background  
Continuous technological advances have made the modern battlefield 
highly sophisticated and lethal. Everything from target acquisition and en-
gagement systems, to communications equipment, to the First Sergeant's coffee 
pot and electric razor are dependent on some form of electricity to operate. 
A weapons system capable of en r aging multiple targets simultaneously is worth-
less if we cannot supply it with enough power to remain operational. 
A possible solution, the use of commercially produced power, is not 
feasible. On the one hand, ,:e‘ cannot depend on such a source being available 
in a wartime environment. Commercial power plants will be prime targets early 
on in any hostilities. Additionally, today's systems operate on a variety of 
voltages which further complicates the issue. Finally, more often than not, 
units can expect to be operating in remote regions where commercial power is 
unavailable. 
The solution has been and still is generators. However, system prolif-
eration and variation have made the types and number of generators a complex, 
frustrating problem. Looking at the generators required by the Heavy Division 
10 the Division 86 studies (see Appendix A-1), one sees everything from .5 
kilowatts to 100 kilowatts, 28 volts to 240 volts, 60 hertz to 400 hertz and 
one phase to three phase generators, in skid-mounted and trailer-mounted con-
figurations. The quantities are staggering. Looking only at the requirements 
for 60 hertz, 120 volt power generator equipment, one filds the figures dis-
played in Appendix A-2; a total of 938 generator sets producing 4,943.5 kilo-
watts of power. 
1 
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Associated with this vast number of generators are the further require-
ments for the operators, mechanics, and repair parts necessary to run and main-
tain these pieces of equipment. 
Realizing the inherent difficulties associated with our current system, 
the U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research Laboratory studied the issues 
and presented their findings in the Electrical Power Generation Distribution  
(EGAD) Report in December 1975 [13]. The study essentially recognized the need 
for systematic optimization of electrical systems and the development of plan-
ning, design, and construction capabilities for such systems. Their recomen-
dations ware addressed toward non-tactical applications, however, we feel the 
ideas expressed are compatible with tactical power generation. 
Presently, another option which the Corps of Engineers is researching 
is the possibility of providing a standard family of power generation equipment 
which through the use of transformers can be adapted to all systems currently 
found on the battlefield. It is along this vein that this study progresses 
toward a possible alternative to the existing doctrine. 
B. Purpose of Research  
The purpose of this research project is to study an alternative system 
for power distribution in a tactical environment which improves overall reli-
ability while reducing the total cost of generating power. Additionally, we 
explore the concept of "common users" of generators as a means of reducing sys-
tem down time and optimizing generator distribution. 
C. Approach  
Our approach was to develop a computer-assisted, interactive decision 
model which is both portable and user friendly. To aid in clarity and to 
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enhance the interest of possible users of this system, it was developed on a 
color-graphics computer system. 
Our problem to be studied was this: Given an area of operations, there 
are x units on the ground at given locations. These locations can be readily 
identified on a map and are interconnected by a road network. Some number, n, 
of these units have a need for K kilowatts of power. The cost of providing this 
power is the distance between the units. What is needed is a system to opti-
mize the location of a "common user" generator or a bank of generators in 
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CHAPTER II 
ASSUMPTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION 
A. Assumptions  
In formulating this model, it was necessary to make/impose a number of 
assumptions: 
(1) The cost of providing "common user" power is proportional to the 
total distance of transmission lines necessary. It should be noted that when-
ever two or more nodes are connected by existing power transmission lineS, these 
can be incorporated into the model by assigning those arcs a minimal cost or 
no cost. 
( .2) All needed data is available to the decision maker. Information 
required is a map of the area, present unit locations, unit demand in kilowatts, 
existing transmission lines if any, and priority of units in case total demand 
exceeds total supply. 
(3) There is no additional fixed cost associated with providing power 
to one site over another. 
(4) Locations and demands are considered to be relatively static. Once 
a generator location is chosen, it is not expected to have to be moved daily. 
(5) The "common user" generators will be located at a node. That is 
they will be co-located with one of the demand points. This has intuitive 
appeal as the operators and maintenance personnel will require rations, fuel, 
etc. 
(6) That the generator requirements shown in the unit TOE's is neces-
sary to remain fully operational. No attempt was made to try and ascertain how 
much of each TO&E was safety margin and how much was actually required. 
5 
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(7) It will be aasumed that all transmission lines will run along-
side existing roads. This has intuitive appeal in that existing power lines 
are most likely to be found along existing road networks. Also, if lines must 
be constructed, it would be much easier and quicker to run them along existing 
roads. 
B, Mathematical Formulation  
The mathematical formulation which comes closest to representing the 
Power Distribution System problem is the shortest path problem [2]. Consider 
a network with m nodes and a arcs and a cost C. associated with each arc in 
iJ 
the network. The shortest path problem is: Find the shortest (least costly) 
path from node 1 to node m in the network. The cost of the path is the sum of 
the costs on the arcs in the path. 
To formulate the problem, set up a network in which we wish to send a 
single unit of flow from node 1 to node m at minimal cost. Thus b 1 = 1, b
m 
= -1, 
b. = 0 for i T 1 or m. The mathematical formulation comes from [2], page 483: 
m 
Minimize Y 	C.. X.. 
i=1 i=1 
lj lj 
1 if i = 1 
Subject to 	y x., - y x, = 	0 if i 	1 or in 
j=1 " 	i k=1 K 
-1 if i = m 
X.. = 0 or 1 for i,j = 1,2,...,m 
The constraints X. = 0 or 1 indicates that each arc is either in the path 
or not. 
In order to solve this problem, we have utilized an algorithm to find k 
minimum weight spanning trees for the newtork. The user determines the value 
of k, the number of minimum weight spanning trees he wishes to see, up to five. 
That is, the algorithm will select the spanning tree with the least cost, the 
second smallest cost, etc. until it has found the five best solutions. 
A spanning tree is a nondirected tree defined as follows [6]: 
(i) A connected graph of n vertices and (n-1) links 
or (ii) A connected graph without a circuit 
or (iii)A graph in which every pair of vertices is connected with one and 
only one elementary path. 
The minimum weight or shortest spanning tree is that nondirected tree which mini-
mizes the sum of the arcs. The shortest spanning tree of a graph has obvious 
applications in cases where roads (gas pipelines, electric power lines, etc.) 
are to be used to connect n points together in such a way so as to minimize the 
total length of road that has to be constructed [6, pp. 124-125]. 
C. The K Tree Algorithm  
The algorithm implemented used the general approach suggested in Gabow's 
paper, "Two Algorithms for Generating Weighted Spanning Trees in Order" [24, pp. 
140-147]. It utilized a three phase approach. 
Step 1. The first step formed the minimum weight spanning tree by 
Prim's method [24, pp. 138-139]. This algorithm produces the shortest span-
ning tree by growing one subtree T containing more than a single vertex and 
considering the remaining vertices to form one subtree each. Subtree T s is 
then grown continuously by adjoining that link (X
i 
 ) X. e TS, X. e Ts with 
j 	Sj 
the minimum cost C.. until (n-1) links are added and T s becomes the required 
shortest spanning tree. This step is incorporated in lines 6500-6799 of 
Program SOLVE (Appendix C). 
Step 2. Step 2 found the minimum weight exchange link subject to a set 
of membership constraints. A link, X.., not a member of spanning tree K, is 
iJ 
eligible to enter and replace link X j,k , an existing member of the spanning 
tree, provided link X.. is not restricted from entering and link X i,k is not 
J 
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restricted from leaving. The minimum cost replacement for all candidate 
entering/departing link combinations is selected. This is accomplished by 
lines 6800-6990 of Program SOLVE (Appendix C). 
Step 3. The minimum cost new spanning tree is selected from all can-
didate new trees. Two disjoint sets of restrictions are generated: 
(i) The parent tree has the restriction imposed that existing arc 
must be retained for all future candidate spanning trees gene-
rated from the parent (in additionto any previously imposed re-
strictions). 
(ii) The offspring tree has the restriction .imposed that the existing 
link may not enter any future candidate trees generated from 
this tree (in addition to any previously imposed restrictions 
on the parent tree). 
This step is implemented by lines 6155-6165 of Program SOLVE (Appendix C). 
CHAPTER III 
THE DECISION MAKING PROCEDURE 
A. Existing System  
The existing decision making process for location of generators can be 
summarized as follows: 
(1) Following established rules and regulations, the organization 
divisions of the directorate of Combat Developments allocates generators of 
various types to each unit according to their equipment requirements and power 
needs. 
(2) Built into these figures are certain allowances for extra gene-
rators in case the primary means of power becomes nonoperational. 
(3) In a field environment, as generators are lost through mechanical 
vailure or battlefield losses, the unit commander shifts his assets according 
to his own established priorities. 
(4) If he should reach a point whereby he is no longer capable of 
accomplishing his mission, the unit commander requests additional support from 
his superior organization. 
(5) If no additional power genration equipment is available, the unit 
becomes ineffective. 
B. Proposed System  
The Decision Support System we propose would modify this as follows: 
(1) When writing the TOE's, the developers should only meet the unit's 
base requirements and not add all the "additional" or "safety factor" gene-
rators. 
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(2) In the field environment, the location of each unit requiring 
additional power is plotted on a scaled map no larger than eleven inches by 
eleven inches. This map is taped to the BITPAD, input into the computer, and 
stored on a disk according to the directions given by the program NTRACE. (If 
the network is already on disk, that disk is mounted on disk drive #2.) 
(3) The decision maker knows the power requirements of each unit, the 
unit's priority and through some means of reporting such as readiness reports, 
he knows how many generators are down. He also knows how much "common user" 
capability is available to supply those units which are in need. 
(4) If the supply cannot meet the demand, he must reduce or eliminate 
units according to his priorities until such time as the demand can be met. 
(5) Once he has dete=ined that his supply is adequate to meet his 
demand, he utilizes the program SOLVE to produce up to the five best possible 
routes to take to supply the needed power. 
(6) Here is where the decision maker interacts with the computed solu-
tions. He can take the five (or however many he requested) best solutions and 
lay them out on his map to select the best solution. The human is capable of 
looking at the terrain, obstacles, the present tactical situation, anticipated 
actions, etc., and taking this knowledge into account, select the best solution. 
(7) Onec the decision has been made, the units are connected to the 
"common" source and the system is monitored and changes are made as needed by 
following the same procedure. 
(8) The user also selects the best location for the power plant(s). 
Again, utilizing the map and his knowledge of the units located at each point, 
he is able to select that unit which is best able to support the power plant 
and co-locates his teams with them. Due to the nature of power distribution 
this can be any of the points in the network. It does not have to be at the 
11 
median or center. Again, here is where the interaction between the user and 
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Figure 2. Flowchart of User Actions 
CHAPTER IV 
IMPLEMENTATION AND DOCUMENTATION 
A. Instrumentation and Equipment  
The primary item of equipment utilized in this model is the Chromatics 
color graphics minicomputer [32]. It is a wholly self-contained, high resolution 
(512 by 512 dot matrix) color graphics terminal with an integral Z-80 microproc-
essor, attached floppy disk drives and 64 k bytes of random access memory. It's 
high resolution screen provides a choice of from one to eight colors and auto-
matically generates geometric figures as well as graphs and bar charts. 
As an additional feature, the terminal is equipped with a light pen. 
This is a device which is capable of detecting light on the screen and relaying 
a signal back to the terminal. This signal is then used to pinpoint the loca-
tion of the light pen relative to the screen. This is the primary device for 
controlling program execution. 
A digitizer pad is utilized to input the nodes and arcs into the computer 
while displaying a visual representation of the network on the screen. This acces-
sory to the terminal converts graphic information into a digital form suitable for 
use by the Z-80 microprocessor. It is operated by positioning the crosshairs or 
touching a stylus to any position on a map which is affixed to the pad's surface. 
The x,y coordinates of that position are then transformed into their digital 
equivalents and transmitted to the terminal for processing. 
B. Implementation and Documentation  
All programming was accomplished using Chromatics Basic Language [7]. The 
primary blocks are: (i) map data input, (ii) menu selection control, (iii) general 
purpose data input, (iv) data manipulation, (v) computations execution and (vi) 
display of the results. 
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The program NTRACE is a modification of Monte Anderson's [1] program 
which he used for his thesis work. It is used primarily to trace in the networks 
and control the switching to the program SOLVE. The similarity between this 
model and the Water Point Model created by Cpt. Anderson constitutes the begin-
nings of a library of decision support systems which could be available to a 
Division Engineer to improve his support and assessment capabilities. NTRACE  
provides light pen selection of menu items to add nodes or arcs, stop program 
execution, save data, restart, or solve the problem which has been input into 
the system. A selection of menu items COMPUTE FLOW or DISPLAY ANALYSIS while 
under the control of program NTRACE results in all accumulated data being 
saved on disk automatically and program SOLVE being retrieved from the disk and 
execution initiated. 
Program solve performs all calculations and controls the display of the 
results. The results of the calculations are not saved on the disk. Both pro-
grams were designed to be as user friendly as possible. The procedure for trac-
ing a network is accompanied by detailed instructios to provide a step-by-step 
routine. The intent is to make it possible to operate the entire program with 
no background as to what the correct solution procedure should be. For further 
documentation of the program NTRACE, see Monte Anderson's Master's Thesis [1]. 
The program SOLVE is even easier to use than NTRACE. SOLVE first ex-
plains to the user that it can handle up to sixty nodes and asks the user to 
type in the number of nodes in his network. This accomplished, it then explains 
that no node can have more than twenty arcs incident to that node and prompts 
the user to input the maximum number of arcs incident to any node in the networks. 
Next, SOLVE explains that the maximum number of arcs that memory will allow is 
1200 and asks the user to input the total number of arcs in the network. 
SOLVE now has all the data necessary to begin to solve the k minimum 
weight spanning tree problem. Finally, it asks the user how many trees he would 
15 
like to see (5 or less). Once this value is input, the problem is solved for the 
stated number of minimum weight trees as explained in Chapter II and the results 
are displayed in tabluar form. 
CHAPTER V 
TEST PROBLEM AND RESULTS 
A. Test Problem  
In order to demonstrate the procedure, consider the network shown in 
Figure 3. It depicts the locations of eight units requiring addition power and 
the road network which connects them. It has been entered on the BITPAD using 
the program NTRACE. 
The corresponding costs associated with the twelve arcs are shown in 
Table 1. 	The proper procedure for inputing this network is first to input the 
Arc Starting-Ending Node Costs 
1 1-2 4 
2 1-3 ' 	6 
3 1-4 3 
4 2-4 2 
5 4-5 5 
6 3-5 2 
7 4-6 5 
8 2-6 4 
9 5-8 6 
10 4-8 6 
11 7-8 3 
12 6-7 2 
Table 1. Arcs With Associated Costs 
eight nodes in order. Each time the blue button is depressed, it will increment 
the node counter by one. Then, beginning with node number 1, input arc number 1 
by touching the cursor to node one, depressing the green button and tracing the 
road to node number 2. The computer will automatically record the arc number, 
the beginning and ending nodes, and will computer the cost (distance) of the 
arc traced. The entire network was input in this manner an is now ready to be 
solved by switching control to program SOLVE. 
16 
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Figure 3. Test Network 
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B. Results  
The test problem was solved for the five best minimum weight spanning 
trees and the results as they actually appeared on the cathode ray tube of the 
chromatics colorgraphics terminal are shown in Tables 2 and 3. At this point 
the decision maker has all the necessary information to make his selection of 
the best possible location(s) for his "common user" generators. He takes the 
five best solutions and plots them on his map. Then, utilizing his knowledge 
of the situation as well as the previously discussed variables, he selects his 
site. The five best possible solutions for the test problem are shown as 
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Table 3. Test results for k = 4,5. 
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Figure 4. Resulting Network for k = 1. 
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Figure 5. Resulting Network for k = 2. 
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Figure 6. Resulting Network for k = 3. 
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Figure 7. Resulting Network for k = 4. 
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Figure 8. Resulting Network for k = 5. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Conclusions  
We realize that this is quite a departure from conventional thinking as 
far as power distribution systems are concerned. As this concept is delved into 
further, it may result in the conclusion that this is impractical and inveasible 
in a constantly moving tactical environment, particularly the closer the units 
are to the front. However, it should be noted that the idea of "common users" of 
generators and "power plant teams" is not new in a non-tactical situation. 
The Corps of Engineers has both power plant operation and maintenance, 
and power line teams. These are depicted in Appendices D-1 and D-2. Their con-
cept and mission would be particularly suited to the decision support system de-
scribed here. 
Although this system was originally designed with Division 86 units and 
their requirements in mind, it is easily extrapolated to Corps and Theater Army 
levels with only minimal effort. Possibly once you get as high as theater level, 
you may exceed the memory capability of the Z-80 microprocessor. There are pro-
cessors available with greater memory capabiliteis and so this thinking need not 
be limited by the computer hardware. 
Another application of this system would be with the concept of cellular 
division and corps headquarters. The thought here is that a division headquarters 
would occupy an area roughly 10 kilometers square (Corps, 15 kilometers). Within 
this area the various headquarters elements, although dispersed, could be con-
nected by transmission lines to a common source of power. The optimum location 
of the power plant(s) could easily be determined by our decision support system. 
26 
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Another concept which the Corps of Engineers is researching is that of 
power conditioners. As mentioned earlier, there are numerous different sizes, 
voltages and cycles of power generation equipment in a given unit. When an item 
requires, say 6 kilowatts to operate, it must use a 10 kilowatt generator (the 
next larger size). When you multiply this by the number of that piece of equip-
ment in the unit, the excess power becomes even larger. Now expand that over all 
other items and you'll find there exists a significant overkill. 
A power conditioner is a "black box" which can convert cycles, voltages, 
etc. so that: a common source of power can drive any of the diverse systems and 
thereby reduce the numbers of generator, operator, repair parts, and overall cost 
to the system. Here again would be an excellent situation where our decision 
support system could be utilized. 
These are but a few possible applications of our system. The possibilities 
are many and varied. 
B. Recommendations 
(1) We recommend that this area be further explored to determine possible 
expanded applications of the process considered here. Military pipeline systems 
would be readily adaptable to such a decision system. 
(2) Time and manpower precluded making this system any more sophisticated 
than presented here but there are several improvements which could be made to in-
crease it's value. 
(a) The minimum operating power requirements for each unit could be 
stored in computer memory. The user could take readiness and casualty/damage re-
ports and constantly monitor each unit's present status. Thus shortages would be 
detected sooner to reduce system down time. 
(b) Voltage losses through transmission lines could be calculated by 
inputing formulas to account for drops due to distances and wire sizes. 
28 
(c) Priority for each unit could be stored in computer memory thus 
eliminating the need for the user to manually monitor these. 
APPENDIX A 
GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS FOR 
DIVISION 86 UNITS 
29 
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34211-0--7GEN-ST GAS ENG lm: Ar rZTA74-11-1•n7708V 
342976 	R GEN ST GAS ENG: 	0.5KW 60HZ IPH AC 120/240V SHOCK MTO ThC UTILITY 1 1 1 	1 
J4302 ► A GEN-SI-G-A1S-ENG-1-1n3KW40GFTZ--TPH 	-12iT/24-0V Srtr-Smr-Tn-C 	TL-1 TY- 2 - 
343918 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	1.5KW 60H7 	1PM 2 WIPE AC 	120V SHOCK TAC UTILITY 129 129 129 	123 
J43-918 B GE-N-ST-G-AS ENt3: 514-581i7-1171;r7-W ITIE- AC" T2I1V-SHOCK-T A 	UT itl TT ----175 I95 144 1ve 
J44055 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	1.5KW DO 28V SHOCK TACTICAL UTILITY 73 71 71 	80 
3441 7CS-ETs111-175-Kw-1377TIVST-ITTCR-TACTI -CirL UrILI FY 
J45699 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	3KW 60HZ 	1-3PH 	120/240 	120/2011V SKD TAC UTILITY 19 19 19 	11 
34- J45699 H GEN-ST-GWS-ENG: 3KW 6tHt-Tz-aPH--T70Z740/2013V -SICTI -T-AC-11T-Tt/T 
J45836 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	3KW 400HZ 1-3PH AC 120/208/240V TAC UTIL 54 54 54 	54 
1 4  	t4 14 	 J45816 B-G-EN-S1'-U-AS-ENT31-31CW--4uUHt 1-JPH-AC-1211/208/24-0V-TAC7UTTL 
J46110 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	3KW DC 28V SKD-sHK TGLR FRAME MID TAC UTILITY 27 27 27 	28 
: 1 	14LH tWARt MID 	VAL 	ulILITT in tb 78 7a 
J46252 	A GEN ST GAS END TM: 3KW 60HZ 2 EA MTD ON m101 PU-625 54 50 42 	5D 
J46252 --T1-13E14T-ST-GA-S-EN13--TMT-3KW --60H2-2- EA -miry ON mI01 -T-- 1 1 --ir- 
J46384 	A GEN ST GAS ENG TM: 	3KW 60HZ 2 EA MTD ON m101 	PU-617 14 14 14 	10 
J46392 A GEN-Sr-GAS-EN-Et-TM: -5KW -60HZ-7rA- -MTD ON M103 PU-629 1 
J46692 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	DC SKW 28V FRAME -SHOCK MTD TACTICAL UTILITY 6 6 6 	1 
J4669? R GEN Sr GAS ENGT-DZ-SKW-20V-TRAIMr-SHOCK-v10 TACTICAL 1 1 1 1 
J47068 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	5KW 60HZ 1-3PM AC 120/240 1?0/208V SKD TAC UTIL 4 4 4 	4 
GEN -ST-GAS -ENGT-5KW 60HZ -1 -3PW-1C -120/240 120720.8V7SKO TAC-Urit--- b 6 6 
J47068 	C GEN ST GAS ENG: 	5KW 60HZ 1-3PH AC 120/240 	120/208V SKD TAC UTIL 2 2 2 	2 
J47480 - ---X-GEN ST-GAS-ENG -TM: 5KW 60CY- 1 -30H AC 120 240 - 1207208V -PU -618/m -3 3- 3 3 
J47617 	A GEN ST GAS END TM: 	5KW 60HZ 2EA MTD ON M116 PU -A20 80 79 76 	78 
J47Alr 13 t,EW-ST-artS-ENEFT%11-5Kver--1511FTZ-2E-A-14TD-Ow-r411-6-13t1-0 et, et, 4,6 ----21 
J48713 	A GEN ST GAS ENG: 	5KW 400HZ 	1-3PH AC 120/240 	120/209 SKI) TAC UTIL 10 10 10 	10 
- A-BEN-ST-GAS-ENG: -7:5-Kw J49055 DC- 28.5 V WHL MID e e -1- 2 
J49055 	R GEN ST GAS END: 	7.5 KW DC 28.5 V WHL MID 7 7 7 	7 
J49398 .--- A- GEN- ST-GAS - ENO4- 10KW - 60HZ - 1-3PWAC 120/240 120/708V-TAt-UTTLTIY 19 19 -17 21 
J49398 	R GEN ST GAS ENG: 	10KW 60HZ 	1-3PH AC 120/240 120/208V TAC UTILITY 8 8 8 	8 w 
J49466 A GEN SET GAS ENG: 	10KW 400HZ 1-3PH AC 120/240 	120/208V TAC UTIL 5 5 5 4 
c) 
b b 6 34-980 	A-GEN51-1G- 	• .." 	• 	• 	-s 
J49809 R GEN ST GAS ENO TM: 10KW 60HZ MID ON M101 PU-332 I 1 1 	1 
31 
Appendix A-2 
Unit Generator Requirements 
.5 	1.5 3 	5 1 0 15 30 45 60 100 TOTAL 
1/1 Armor 3 1 7.5 
2/1 Armor 3 1 7.5 
3/1 Mech 8 12.0 
1/2 Armor 3 1 7.5 
2/2 Armor 3 1 7.5 
3/2 Mech 8 12.0 
1/3 Armor 3 1 7.5 
2/3 Armor 3 1 7.5 
3/3 Mech 8 12.0 
4/3 Mech 8 12.0 
Engr. Bn 13 16 64.5 
Mil Intel Bra 5 41 12 1 347.5  
Signal Bn 8 136 	82 7 900.0 
MP Company 3 4.5 
NBC Company 5 7.5 
HHC 1st Bde 4 2 	4 32.0 
HHC 2nd Bde 4 -, 2 A 32.0 
HHC 3rd Bde .4 4 2 	4 32.0 
ADA Bn 50 1 78.0 
HHB, Divarty 6 24 3 159.0 
TGT Aqn Bty 3 4.5 
1st Bn, 155 mm 12 1 	4 41.0 
2nd Bn, 155 mm 12 1 4 41.0 
3rd Bn, 155 mm 12 1 	4 41.0 
8 inch Bn 8 32.0 
HHT, ACAB 7 6 40.5 
SBT SPT AVN BN 1 	28 1 1 	7 2 3 310.5  
CAV. SQDN. 1 6 2 19.0 
1st Atk Bn 6 4 2 49.0 
2nd Atk Bn 6 4 2 49.0 
HHC STP CMD 4 2 260.0 
DMMC, SPT CM]) 3 7 120.0 
AG Co. 2 1 3 51.0 
MED Bn. 3 1 7 77.5 
Maint Bn 22 12 	8 19 2 3 9 1 884.0 
S&T Bn 3 1 6 5 87.5 
1st Bde Spt Bn 16 7 18 4 1 329.0 
2nd Bde Spt Bn 16 7 18 4 1 329.0 
3rd Bde Spt Bn 18 7 19 4 1 342.0 
HHC, Dvy Div. 2 1 	4 4 86.0 
1 	334 195 	240 114 33 6 9 4 2 4943.5 




4y 	.... 	 ..... * ***** ****,******* ***** ***** * 	  
•,0PROGRAM-NTRACE "PREPARES DATA INPUT FOR PROGRAM COMPUTE" 
'-*A PROTOTYPE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM FOR WAREHOUSE LOCATION ON A ROAD NETWORK. 
40 ' ,, FOR DOCUMENTATION SEE MASTERS THESIS BY MONTY J. ANDERSON, CPT. USA 
50 '*GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECH., PROF DONOVAN YOUNG, CHAIRMAN 
55 '*mODIFIED BY CPT ROBERT L. DAVIS, APRIL 1552 
56 ' 	 **** ***** *** ******* ******************************************* 
SO HT=0:TF=0 
65 PRINT CHR*C27):"RIC";CHP*127);"0E5";CHR*(27):"IE5"PESTABLISH COMMUNICATIONS WITH BITPAD 
67 PRINT04;"H" 
70 IF 81 AND BZ THEN 61 ■6:8286:GOSUB 660:GOTO 4300 	'CHANGE SUPPLY/DEMAND IF CHAINED FROM COMPUTE 
60 IF 81 THEN GOSUB E66:OOTO 465') 	 'MINOR RESTART IF CHAINED FROM COMPUTE 
90 IF 62 THEN GOSUB 660:GOTO 471') 'MAJOR RESTART IF CHAINED FROM COMPUTE 
100 CLEAR:DEFINT ArirJrN,G,S,2 	 'INITIALIZE VARIABLES IF NOT CHAINED FROM COMPUTE 
110 PRINT CHP*1(11);" .X2r'"Y2,..C6 .'05"; 
120 PRINT"ENTER PROBLEM NAME" 
a30 LINE iNPUT"(For D121! Starr's* of Data): "t5":Afti 
140 IF LEN(AViwO THEN 100 	 'REPROMPT IF NULL ENTRY 
150 DIM NW:E0) 	 'GENERAL PURPOSE STORAGE ARRAY 
160 'NNt0i-ACTUAL # OF NODES IN PROBLEM;NN(16)=MAXIMUM 0 OF Napes ALLOWED IN PROBLEM; NN(13)-FLAG FOR NEW COST MATRIX 
170 'NN(1),NN(4),NNM,NN(5iwLOWER LEFT AND UPPER RIGHT XVI BITPAD SCALING POINT COORD RESPECTIVELY 
180 'NN(3),NN(S)=COMPUTED Xe:!Y SCALING CONSTANTS FROM ABOVE VALUES 
iS0 'NN(7irNN(8)=0 OF SOURCES AND SINKS IN PROBLEM:NN(8).NN(10).NN(15)=CONSTANT YALUESFROM SUBROUTINE 2600 
192 DIM A1('100i.A2(100).DEG(60)5NARC(60.20).C(100) 
200 DIM D74(1.1).NX(1),NY(1).NS(1).NT(1).AL(1) 	 'DIM ARRAYS FOR NETWORK DATA 
210 DIM 5R(1).SK(1),IS(1).61) 	 'ARRAYS FOR SUPPLY/DEMAND 
220 DIM 5T,1),SPilieN1(li.IC(1,1) 	 'ARRAYS FOR SHORTEST PATH 
230 DIM ID(1).NF(1;.ND(1;.NR(1).NUilifIU(1),ZP(1) 	 'ARRAYS FOR TRANSP ALGORITHM 
240 DIM NP(1),X(1).Y(1) 	 'ARRAYS FOR GRAPHING 
250 PRINT CHR*(12i; 
280 PRINT"IS THERE DATA PRESENTLY STORED UNDER NAME: 	 't4";A$ 
270 LINE INPUT'CS 	 Yes=Y or NO=N "C5":Z* 
280 IF LEFTilaiir1:0"Y" THEN GOSUB 2700:GOSUB ESO:GOTO 1000 'RETRIEVE STORED DATA 
280 PRINT CHR*(12i;:GOSUB 2100 	 'INPUT CONSTANT VALUES FOR NEW PROBLEM 
330 PINT L;31V1311::E9Wi' , -ttic4PWIW NeuRIE4 1,I FTWORK FOR STORAGE IN DISK FILE: -C4 ; A$ 
340 PRINT" FOLLOW TRACING INSTRUCTIONS" 
.750 PRINT CHRit10);" -C1D0 YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS: -05 - 1YE5=Y OR NO=N -2"TI"%i "; 
3G0 LINE INPUT S*:IF LEFTV(SM.1"Y" THEN 460 	 'SKIP ALL INSTRUCTIONS IF Sli<>"Y" 
370 PRINT CHRlit1.1);""="C4'0001300"; 
.1E0 PRINT"YOU SHOULD NOW PREPARE TO ENTER THE DESIRED NETWORK."; 
390 PRINT"THE AREA ON THE MAP OF CONCERN 	MUST BE NO MORE THAN 10 INCHES BY 10 "; 
400 PRINT"INCHES. CENTER THE IDENTIFIED AREA ON THE 	BITPAD AND SECURE IT IN PLACE "; 
410 PRINT"WITH TAPE. IDENTIFY A POINT IN BOTH THE LOWER LEFT CORNER AND UPPER "; 
420 PRINT"RIGHT CORNER THAT IS NO MORE THAN 1/4 INCH OUTSIDE BOTH THE X AND Y AXIS "; 
430 PRINT"BOUNDRIES OF THE IDENTIFIED AREA. " 
440 PRINT ChR*(10);" -X002"Y0G2"CSTHESE TWO POINTS WILL BE USED BY "; 
450 PRINT"YOU TO 	SCALE THE SIZE OF THE IDENTIFIED "; 
46') PRINT"AREA TO THE FULL SIZE OF THE SCREEN." 
470 LINE INPUT" -05HIT RETURN WHEN YOU ARE READY TO BEGIN. -C7"G+0.0.511.511":2$ 
460 PRINT CHR*(12):" - = -U1.100 -C4 -K"; 
150 PRINT "TOUCH LOWER LEFT SCALE POINT WITH STYLUS OR DEPRESS ANY BUTTON ON THE CURSOR" 
500 PRINT "AFTER IT IS CENTERED ON THE SCALE POINT. LISTEN FOR A BELL. -U001255 -C6" 
5L0 PRINT "IF YOU DO NOT HEAR A BELL THEN YOU ARE OUTSIDE OF THE SENSITIVE AREA " 
520 PRINT "ON THE BITPAD. DECREASE THE SIZE OF THE AREA TO BE TRACED." 
530 INPUT#4;X,YrFV:IF Fi="1" OR Fvw"3" OR F*="4" OR F*="8" THEN NN(1)=X:NN(4)=Y ELSE 530 
540 PRINT CnR*(12);" -U001500 -C4";CHR*(7i; 
f!, U0 PRINT "TOUCH UPPER RIGNT SCALE POINT WITH STYLUS OR DEPRESS ANY BUTTON ON THE CURSOR" 
56') PRINT "AFTER IT IS CENTERED ON THE SCALE POINT. LISTEN FOR A BELL.-U001255-C6" 
' -'71) PRINT "IF YOU SO NOT HEAR A SELL THEN YOU ARE OUTSIDE OF THE SENSITIVE AREA ON " 
560 PRINT "THE BITPAD. DECREASE THE SIZE OF THE AREA TO BE TRACED."; 
590 Fv="0":PRINT" ."70,20" 
600 INPUT#47X,Y.F4i:IF Fm"1" OP. F.wo"5" OR Fo="4" OR Fv="8" THEN NN(2)2X:NN(5)uY ELSE SOO 
530 NN13)*(NN(2)-NN(1))/512:NW6iatNN(5)-NN(4))/41Z 
620 PRINT CHR*(12);" -C4 -U001450";CHRS(7);:IF LEFTv(Siilli<>"Y" THEN HT.5:GOSUB 850: GOTO 4100 
650 PRINT"YOU HAVE FINISHED THE SCALING OF THE NAP. YOU ARE NOW READY TO INPUT THE" ---- 
640 PRINT "LOCATIONS OF -C6 ALL -C4 ROAD INTERSECTIONS -CS AND ROAD END POINTS -C4 THAT EITHER: 
650 PRINT cH13.4(1 ,:,);-1) LEAVE THE EDGE OF THE AREA THAT WAS SCALED EARLIER," 
660 PRINT CHR$(10i7 "2) TERMINATE AT ANY POINT INSIDE OF THE SCALED AREA." 
670 PRINT CHRiit10);"TO DESIGNATE A POINT AS A NUDE YOU NEED ONLY"; 
G60 PRINT "POSITION THE CURSOR OVER IT AND PRESS THE "CIBLUE'"C4 DUTTON. "; 
G90 PRINT "A BELL WILL SOUND INDICATING THAT THE 	NODE WAS ACCEPTED AND A -Cl 8LUE -O4 ": 
700 PRINT "CIRCLE WILL APPEAR ON THE SCREEN. '"C6TAKE CARE TO ENTER AS MANY NODES "; 
710 PRINT "AS YOU CAN IDENTIFY. ALL CONNECTING ROADS "; 
720 PRINT "MUST START AND END AT A NODE." 
750 LINE INPUT" -05 -X003 -Y005HIT RETURN TO CONTINUE.";ZS‘PLAIN WAIT FOR CARRIAGE RETURN 
739 '# 
740 HTs5:GOSUB 650:GOTO 4100 	 'BRANCH TO DIGITIZER ROUTINE 
640 	 SUBROUTINE PRINTS THE MENU AND SETS INITIAL WINDOW CONDITIONS 
B50 PRINT " - .";CHRii(12); 
ES) PRINT CHR*(27);"0A1 - 21 -W300,1005110."R -85";CHRO(12): 
870 PRINT CHpii(27);"0A0 - .. --C3 -F -G"; 
880 PRINT "*25150,10.07550,10.1Z550.10.17550.10t"; 
PRINT uzztqffo,1o,275!0,1o, -L";cHR*(21); 
800 PRINT " - U016060ADD -U1,050NODEiARC": 
810 PRINT " -U054080STOP OR -U0810306AVE'U061020DATA"; 
520 PRINT "U107060CHANGE -U107050SUPPLY/ -U107020DEMAND": 
930 PRINT " -U15408OCOMPUTE -U163030FLOW": 
S40 PRINT " -U204060DISPLAY -U201030ANALYSIS"; 
650 PRINT " -U2540SORESTART"; 
860 RETURN 
559 '* 
1000 , * ,."THIS IS THE INFINATE LOOP SECTION TO WAIT FOR A LIGHT PEN HIT 
1010 TR=1:0N ERRORi2 GOTO 2000:OUT6H80,0 	 'ACTIVATE LIGHT PEN INTERRUPT 
1020 PRINT CHRit27;"0A1 -C6LIGHT PEN ACTIVATED'C7 -K" 
1030 PRINT CHRs(10:CHR41(27);"0A0"K": 
1040 6010 1040 
1058 
1100 '0 ,,-THIS SECTION CONTROLS THE INPUT SIGNAL FROM THE 4 BUTTON CURSOR WITH DIGITIZER PAD 
1110 TR*1:0N ERROR(E2 GOTO 2000:OUT&H80.0 
1120 PRINT#4;"J":PRINT CHRVI27);"0A0"; 	 'SET BITPAD A 10 COORD/SEC 
1130 'RECEIVE COORD PLUS FLAG FROM 8/TPA!): IGNOR IF Fti IS NOT "4" OR "8" FOR BLUE AND GREEN BUTTON RESPECTIVELY 
4140 INPUT#4;X.Y.Fii:IF Fii="4" OR Fi;="8" THEN 115') ELSE 1140 
11,70 IF X.0.0 OR Y<20 THEN 1140 	 'REJECT INPUT IF ZERO 
1160 :cP..FNPX(Xi:YP=FNPY(Y) 	 'SCALE BITPAD COORD TO SCREEN 
1170 IF XP<0 OR YP<0 OR XP>511 OR YP>111 THEN 1140 	'REJECT COORD IF OUTSIDE SCALED AREA 
1180 IF Fv="4" THEN GOSUB 1400 	 'IF BLUE BUTTON THEN ESTABLISH A NODE 
1190 IF Fv="E"THEN GOSUB 150') 'IF GREEN BUTTON THEN DRAW AN ARC 
1200 GOTO 1140 
1298 '4- 
14( 	 SUBREUTI' 	77. E0ENTS THE NODE COUNTER 
1410 SH.25:GOSUB IG00:IF SH<>5 THEN 1440 	 'IGNOR NODE REQUEST IF DISTANCE IS < 5 DOTS 
1 4Z0 PRINT CHRVt7);:NzN+1:CL=N:NN!0;=N 
1430 NXtN)=XP:NY(NimYF:PRINT " -C:='";:GOSUB 1800 	 'RECORD NODE COORD; PLOT ON SCREEN 
1 4 40 RETURN 
1 4 S9 
1760 '.0.T.I.ThIS SUBROUTINE E.RAwS THE ARCS BETWEEN THE NODES 
1510 PR1NT#4; "I" 
11 
1720 SH=27:605148,1600 	 'FIND DISTANCE TO CLOSEST NODE 
1530 IF SH=27 THEN GOSUS 1400:SH=0:CL.NN()) ELSE PRINT CHR*t7);'ESTABLISH NODE IF DISTANCE > 25 DOTS 
1540 PRINT ""1'''C'F'T4 -Ii*"7 
1770 PLOT NX!CLirOYOLir2 	 'PLOT BLINKING GREEN CIRCLE 
1560 PRINT "2""Lt";:PLOT NX“:LirNY(CL) 	 'PLOT CONCATENATED VECTOR 
1570 PLOT :.:PrIP:XO.XP:YO.YP:S=CL 	 'REMEMBER OLD VALUES 
1580 INPUT#4;X:Y,FV 
1790 XP.FNPX!Xi:YP=FNPY(Y) 
1600 DI ■ABS(XP-X01+ASS(YP-Y0i 
1610 IF Di>100 THEN 1580 
1620 PLOT XPrIP 
1630 IF Ft<>"8" THEN 1660 
1640 X0=XP:YO.YP:SU=5UI-DI 	 'SUM DISTANCE FROM LAST COORD 
1650 GOTO 1560 
1660 SH=27:GOSUS 1600 
1670 IF SH.27 THEN GOSUB 1400:SHrO:CL ■NN(0) 
1680 5U.6U+SH:PLOT NX(CL).NY(CLi 




1710 IAtSyCLi.SU:D7.(CL,S)=SU:SU.0 	 'RECORD TWOWAY ARC 
A712 FOR J2 ■ 1 TO NN(16i 
1714 IF J2.5 THEN 1716 ELSE 1716 
1716 DEOJZi.DEG(J2i+1:NARC(JZ.DEG(J2))0L 
1718 IF JZ=CL TnEN 1718 ELSE 1720 
1715 DEOJ2i.DEG(J2i+1:NARCJi.rDEG(J2)i.L 
1720 NE:'.T J2 
1722 RETURN 
1795 '0. 
1660 	 SUBROUTINE FINDS THE CLOSEST NODE TO THE LIGHT PEN HIT 
1810 FOR J.1 TO NN(0i 
1620 	DI=ABS(NX(Ji-XPi+ABSNY(J)-YP) 




1900 	 SUBROUTINE PLOTS THE NODE NUMBER AND A CIRCLE AT THE NODES COORD 
1910 PRINT " .U"7:PLOT N;,.CLirNYCLi 
1520 PRINT CHR*121i; 
1930 IF CL<10 THEN PRINT USING "#"/CL/ ELSE PRINT USING "iiii":CL: 
1540 PRINT ""K''F'"G ,."7:FLOT NX(EL),NY(CL).2 
1550 RETURN 
1598 
Z000 	 SECTION CONTROLS THE BRANCHING TO THE APPROPRIATE SECTION AFTER A LIGHT PEN HIT 
L607 IF ERR=24 THEN 2010 ELSE ON ERRORNO GOTO 0 
26 10 IF HT.') THEN 2080 	 '/GNOR ALL LIGHT PEN HITS 
£010 XP.CURSX!4i:IP.CURSIt4i 	 'RECEIVE LIGHT PEN HIT COORD 
2030 ON HT GOTO Z040r3327:3667,3000r4100.4165 	 'IF HT<>1 THEN BRANCH TO APPROPRIATE SECTION 
2040 :,.0.27:FOR 	TO 6 	 'SEARCH THROUGH MENU FOR CLOSEST POINT 
2050 DI=ABS(:q3 - . ...0i 0.ABStYP-70i 
24 , 60 iF 	THEN 'PRINT CHR*t7)7:0N I GOTO 4100,4200.4300.4400.4500.4600 
2070 :0.X0+50: NEXT 
206-0 OUT6H90r0:RESUME 1020 
2089 ' 4+ 
2100 '*.**THIS SECTION INPUTS CONSTANT VALUES FOR CALCULATION OF CAPACITIES & DEMANDS 
2110 PRINT"'CGTHE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES MEMORY WILL 	ALLOW IS GO." 
2120 PRINT""T3HOW MANY NODES WILL BE IN PROBLEW%4 "/Aii;"%5%";:MA=0:INPUT MA 
7 130 IF MA<1 OR MA>60 THEN 2110 ELSE NWISiiMA 
71;7 iznp I imi Tn 
2280 RETURN 
Z; SS 
z;00 14.-..,•THIS SUBROUTINE ALLOWS FOR THE MANUAL CHANGING OF A SPECIFIC ARC LENGTH 
2310 PRINT CHR7t12);" -2"; 
2320 LINE INPUT" -C7D0 YOU WANT TO CHANGE A SPECIFIC 	ARC LENGTH -05 - 1?"2 -C7 Yes.Y or No*N1 -J -05":211 
2330 IF LEFTIpt:*rli<>"Y" THEN 2420 ELSE PRINT CHR$(12): 
2540 S=0:INPUT" -C7ENTER THE START NODE N -05":6:PRINT 
2350 7.0:INPUT" -C7ENTER THE FINISH NODE # -05";T 
2560 IF S<1 OR S1NNt0i OR T<1 OR T>NNt')) THEN PRINT CHRS(12);"'C4 - 1FRROR ON INPUT -2 -C7":GOTO 2300 
2370 PRINT CHR ,4;t12)/" -C7THE PRESENT -C4 - 10NEWAY -2 -C7 LENGTH OF THE 	ARC FROM NODEN - C3":S:" -C7T0 NODEN -C3";T:" -C7I6: -C4":DX(SiT) 
2560 PPINT" -CGENTER THE NEW DISTANCE." 
2590 INPUT" -C7A Carriase Return ALONE RESULTS IN NO CHANGE. -1"C5":0%1S,T) 
2400 NNt13)*0 
241') GOTO 2500 
2 ,1 20 RETURN 
2458 '74. 
='•00 	 SUBROUTINE SAVES THE DATA INPUT 
2510 PRINT "THIS 15 THE FILE SAVE ROUTINE. ":PRINT 
PRINT "TO SAVE DATA TIPE "C5: .- ISTOP -2" -C7 'THEN 	-CGRETURN. -C4 - J 
2530 LINE INPUT 20:IF 	"STOP" THEN 2620 
2'54.) PRINT CmRV27):"OA0". & -K -W0.1005110,":CHN$(12): 
2548 '* 
'.**THIS SUBSECTION SAVES DATA wITHOUT PROMPTING THE USER 
2560 IF NN'(7i THEN 2570 ELSE 256') 
2'.70 DOS"ARYSAYE "+Av+"SR SP":DOSHARYSAVE "+A$+"IS IS" 
2580 IF NNt6) THEN 2550 ELSE Z600 
2'.50 LOSHARYSAVE "+Ax-i."SK 5K" 
2600 IF NN(7) OR NN(9) THEN DOS"ARYSAVE "+As+"O 0" 
2610 NN.16).MA:DOS"ARYSAVE "+AWNN NN" 
2620 RETURN 
2659 , o 
2j00 , 04.-•THIS SUBROUTINE RETRIEVES PREVIOUSLY SAVED DATA 
2710 PRINT" - = -K";CHRvt12); 
272') DOS"REFRESH "+A$:DOS"ARYLOAD "+AWNN NN":KY=NN(13):MA.NN(16) 
2730 ERASE NX:DIM NXtMA):DOS"ARYLOAD "+As-1-"NX NX" 
2740 ERASE NY:DIM NY(MA):DOS"ARYLOAD "+AWNY NY" 
2750 IF NNt7) THEN ERASE SR,IS:DIM SR(NN(7)+1),IS(NN(7)+1):DOS"ARYLUAD "+A$+"SR SR":00S"ARYLOAD "+AWIS IS" ELSE 2770 
L760 PRINT""T6"::FOR 1=1 TO NNt7):CL.SR(I):GOSUB I800:NEXT 
:770 IF NN t6) THEN ERASE SK:DIM SK(NN(8)+1):DOS"ARYLOAD "+A$4"SK SK" ELSE 2780 
2760 PRINT" -CI";:FOR J.1 TO NNtS):CL*SK(J):GOSUB 1900:NEXT 
2780 ERASE 0:DIM GtMA) 
2600 IF NNt7) OR NNt9) THEN DOS"ARYLOAD p+As+"O 0" 
2810 PRINT CHRV(21); 
2820 HT.1:RETURN 
2659 
.1000 ;0o*THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE LINKLIST DATA ARRAYS FROM THE D(I.J) MATRIX 
4005 ERASE NS,NT.AL:DIM NStMA+1).NTt5=PMA),ALt5*MA) 
4010 PRINT CHR$(27):"0Ai":CHR$(12): 	 crs 
-LOItt PRINT "NOM. COMPUTING LINKLIST DATA ARRAYS FOR PROBLEM: ";A$ 
4020 PRINT".C5 -X002n0OZPLEASE WAIT -C7"X001 -Y001 -K" 
4025 FOR I.1 TO N:FOR J.1 TO N 
.1050 IF Di.tIrJ)>0 THEN A.A+1:NTtA)*J:ALtAim.D74(I,J) 
4035 NEXT J:NS(I+1).A:NEXT 
4040 PRINT CHRSt12):CHRst7);"PROBLEM ";As;" HAS":NS(N+1);"ARCS." 
4045 PRINT" -X2, - Y2, -C6NOw SAVING DATA -X1, -Y1,"; 
405') DOS"APYSAVE "+Ai+"D D%":DOS"ARYSAVE "+AWNS NS" 
4055 DOS"ARYSAVE "+As+"NT NT":DOS"ARYSAVE "+14$4-"AL AL" 
4056 DOS"ARYSAVE "+114-"A1 Ai":DOS"ARYSAYE "+Asq-"A2 AZ" 
4057 DOS"ARYSAVE "+As+"NARC NARC":DOS"ARYSAVE "+A$+"DEG DEG" 
4058 •OS"ARYSAVE "+11*-0."C C" 
4060 RETURN 
4099 '* 
4100 	 SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE BITPAD DATA INPUT 
4105 DEF FNPX(X)=FIX(tX-NN(1))/NN(3)+.5) 
4110 DEF FNPY(Y)=FIX((Y-NN(4))/NN(6)+.5)+100 
4115 N=NNkC); 
4120 PRINT CHR*t27);"0A1";CHR(12): 
4125 ERASE DX,NX.NY:DIM TA(MA,MA),NX(MA),NY(MA) 
4 150 IF NN(0) THEN PRINT" -X2, -Y2, -C6RETRIEVIN6 DATA -X1, -Y1, -K":D05"ARYLOAD "+1114-"D DX" ELSE ERASE ONOIM 0(MA):GOTO 4165 
4135 DOS"ARYLOAD "+At4."NX NX":DOS"ARYLOAD "4-Air-1-"NY NY" 
4140 GOSUB 2:766:PRINT CHRi(12); 
4147 LINE INPUT" -C7D0 YOU WANT TO USE THE DIGITIZER 	PAD-05 - 17 -2 -C7 Yos*Y or No.N 	"rat 
4170 IF LEFTii(2*,i)<>"Y" THEN 4160 
4155 HT=6:PRINT CHR*(12);" -C2DIGITIZER ACTIVATED -K":CHR$(7): 
4160 IF NN(0) THEN OUMHS0,0:RESUME 1100 ELSE 0070 1100 
4165 PRINTCHR$(27):"OAO -K -W0,1005i10,";CHR$(12); 
4 i7O DOS"PICTURE "+A:NN(15)=0:DOS"ARYSAYE "+A(J4-"NN NW' 
4 175 DOS"ARYSAYE "+A$-P"NX NX":DOS"ARYSAVE "+AWNY NY" 
4180 GOSUB 860:60SUB 4000:PRINT CHRt12): 
410! HT.1:IF 7 1-.. THEN OUTZ,.H9.:',0:RESUME 1020 ELSE COTO 1000 
4.96 
a.760 	 SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE STOPPING OF PROGRAM EXECUTION 
4210 PRINT CHRiit27):"0a1'"10;CHRe(12): - 
422') GOSUB 2500:PRINT"'"=";CHR*(12)::CLEAR:END 
4230 OUT&HB0,0:RESUmE 1020 
4299 '* 
4 .7;00 	 SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE INPUT OF DATA 
0 3i0 PRINT CHRii(27):"0A1":CHRI1(12)::GOSUB 3000 
432') PRINT CHRv(12):" -X2, -Y2. -C6SAVING DATA -X1. -Y1, -K":006UB 2550 
4330 PRINT CHR•(12);" -K -CZ - 1ALL DATA HAS NOW BEEN ENTERED. -2 -C7" 
4340 HT ■ i:IF TR THEN OUT&H90,0:RESUME 1020 ELSE TR.1:GOTO 1000 
4599 '* 
4400 , 4.**THIS SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE CALCULATION OF FLOW 
4410 PRINT CHRist27);"OA1 -Km;CHR*(12); 
4420 PRINT" -X2, -Y2, -C2PLEASE 
4440 IF NN(6) THEN 4470 
4450 PRINT CHRv(12);" -C7YOU CAN NOT COMPUTE FLOW UNTIL THE NODES HAVE SEEN DESIGNATED. YOU" 
4455 PRINT"mUST -05CHANGE SUPPLYiDEMAND -C7 FIRST." 
446') GOTO 449') 
4470 OUT 6H90,0:RESUME 4480 
4480 DOS"CHAIN COMPUTE" 
4490 OUT6H90,0:RE6UmE 1020 
4496 '* 
45cio , ..0i.THIS SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE DISPLAY OF ANALYSIS 
4510 PRINT CHRir(27);"OA1";CHRs(12); 
4520 IF NN(7) AND NN(8) THEN 4560 
455') PRINT" -CGYQU CAN NOT DISPLAY AN ANALYSIS 	UNTIL THE SUPPLY/DEMAND HAS BEEN 	ENTERED." 
4340 PRINT"YOU MUST -05CHANGE SUPPLY/DEMAND -CS FIRST." 
455') GOTO 4560 
4560 OUT 6H90,0:RESUME 4570 
4570 DOS"CHAIN COMPUTE" 
4560 OUT6H90.0:RESUME 102') 
4599 ,* 
4600 '***THIS SECTION CONTROLS THE MENU SELECTION FOR THE RESTART FUNCTION 
4610 PRINT CHRet27);"0A1";CHRS(12); 
4620 PRINT" - C7N -051 -C7." -C6COMPLETE RESTART -C7."" 
4630 PRINT" -C7# -052 -C7." -CSMAJOR RESTART -C7."" 
4640 PRINT" -C7N -053 -C7.""CSMINOR RESTART -C7.' 
465') PRINT" - C7w -054 -C7." -CZRETURN TO MENU CONTROL -C7."" 
4660 INPUT" -05 - 1ENTER -2 -C7 YOUR SELECTION -05 - J":Z:PRINT CHRS(12); 
4670 IF Z<1 OR Z>3 THEN 4880 
4680 ON Z GOTO 4680.4710,485• 
4880 PRINT CHR*(1Z);" -C7A -C4COMPLETE RESTART -C7 REQUIRES A NEW ROAD NETWORK BE -C6FNTERED -C7." 
4700 605UB 21T00:PRINT" -=":CHR#(12);CHR$(27);"E" 
4710 PRINT CHR*(27);"0A1";OHRe(12);" -C7A MAJOR RESTART ASSIGNS A NEW 	PROBLEM NAME TO THE EXISTING DATA." 
4720 LINE INPUT" - 1 -05MOUNT -C7 -2 A -C4NEW DISK -C7 ON DRIVE #2 AND 	-05ENTER -C7 THE NEW PROBLEM NAME: -05 -J":8# 
4730 IF LEN(Bii)m0 THEN PRINT CHR#(12);:60T• 4880 ELSE PRINT" -WO,I005110. -K";CHR#(12); 
4740 8tizLEFT#(8v,5; 
4;:f.r0 LOS"REFRESHil "+Av:DOS"PICTUREi2 "4.00:ERASE D%:DIM D%(MA,MA) 
4760 DOS"ARYLOAD/1 "+.4-"D D%":DOS"ARYSAVEi2 "+874."D 0.":ERASE DX:DIM DX(1,1) 
4770 NN‘ 7; 	 3)= ,  tr,OSUS 2140:D0S"ARYSAVE/2 "+8$+"NN NN" 	• 
4780 ER1:,8E NS,NTrAL:DIN NS(MA+1),NT(F ,PMA).AL(5 ,.mA):DOS"AR1'LOAD/1 "4-A$4."NS NS" 
4790 LOS"ARYSIWEiZ "+8s14-"NS NS":DOS"ARYSAVE "+0*-4-"NX NX":DOS"ARYSAVE " 4.8$+"NY NY" 
4000 DOS"ARYLOAD/1 "+Ac4-"NT NT":DOS"ARYLOAD "+AWALAL":DOS"ARYSAVE/2 "1-0#+"NT NT" 
4810 DOS"ARYSAYE/Z "+Ge+"AL AL":ERASE NS.NT,AL:D1M NS(1),NT(1),AL(1) 
4820 PRINT CHRilt12);" - X2, - YZ, -C7ALL NETWORK DATA PREVIOUSLY STORED UNDER -C4":A$ 
4830 PRI(..7" -C7IS NOW STORED UNDER NAME: -E5-1";B:PRINT" -CSMOVE DISK FROM DRIVE#2 TO DRIVE#1." 
4040 LINE INPUT" -2 -E5ENTER"C7 Carriase Return TO CONTINUE.";ZCA$.6$:GOSO8 060:6010 4990 
4850 PRINT " -(0,1005110,";CHRt12);" -C7A -Cc:MINOR RESTART -C7 REQUIRES ONLY CHANGES. IN DATA OF PROBLEM MAME: -C6 ":As 
4 660 GOSU6 17.140:PRINT" - = -K";CHR(12):NN(7)=0:NN(8)m0:NN(13).0:DOS"REFRC8H "-PA* 
4870 GOSUS 650:PRINT CHR$(27);"0A1";CHR$(12); 




1G -1. 0 ROGRAM - 'iOLVE "K-mINIMUM WEIGHT SPANNING TREE PROBLEM WITH INTERACTIVE 
1Z '* 	 GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS" 
14 '*FOR DOCUMENTATION SEE SPECIAL PROJECT BY CPT ROBERT L. DAVIS 
16 * *GE°R61 A INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,APRIL 1982. DR L.G. CALLAHAN - ADVISOR 
18 1 ****************************************************************************** 
15 '* 
2G CLEAR:DEFINT 
22 DIM NN(30i. AS(10.100)tIN(10v100).0U(10,100).SET(5,60) 
za DIM FRM(150i,CD(5i,8I(5).60(5) 
25 PRINT CHRSCIZ/;" ."X2::".Y2, -C6".05"; 
OG PRINT"ENTER PROBLEM NAME" 
O5 LINE INPUT " -05 	 ";All 
40 IF LEN(A*)=0 THEN 5 
al PRINT" -U000256" 
42 PRINT" ."C6THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF NODES MEMORY WILL 	ALLOW IS SO" 
43 PRINT"COHOW MANY NODES WILL BE IN PROBLEM -C4 ";A$;" -05%";:MA=0:INPUT MA 
44 IF MA.1 OR mA>60 THEN 42 ELSE NNi16imMA:PRINT CHR$(12); 
45 PRINT"*.C6 THE LIMIT OF THE NUMBER OF ARCS INCIDENT TO ONE NODE IS 20" 
46 PRINT" -C3WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM IN PROBLEW-C4 ";Ali;" -05%":MB1.0: INPUT MB 
47 IF M6<I OR MB>Z0 THEN 45 ELSE NN(I5i=MB:PRINT" - U000256" 
48 PRINT"TS THE LIMIT ON THE TOTAL NUMBER OF ARCS IS 1200" 
45 PRINT"TOHOW MANY ?RCS ARE IN PROBLEM -C4 ";A$;".C5"J":MC*0: INPUT MC 
50 IF MCi0 CR MC>1200 THEN 45 ELSE NN(21)=MC 
75 'weo. THIS SECTION REIRIEVES THE NETWORK AND DATA 
80 PRINT" .".."K";CHR$(12); 
DOS"REFRESH "+A4:DOS"ARYLOAD "+A$+"NN NN":KY*NN(13) 
90 DIM NX(MA):DOS"ARYLOAD "+A$+"NX NX" 
65 DIM NY(MAi:DOS"ARYLOAD "+A.J1+"NY NY" 
100 DIM AliMC+1).A2CMC+1i:DOS"ARYLOAD "+A3+"A1 Al":DOSHARYLOAD "+A$+"A2 A2" 
105 DIM DEG(MB+1),NARCiiMA+1;.(MB+1)) 
110 DOS"ARYLOAD "+A$+"DEG DEG":DOS"ARYLOAD "+AWNARC NARC" 
115 DIM C(MC+1):DOS"ARYLOAD "+AWC C" 
120 GOSUB 6000 
130 END 
5199 '* 
E000 '***THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES THE K MINIMUM WEIGHT SPANNING TREES 
6001 	  
6010 '* 
6020 • 	  
6030 ' VARIABLES 
6032 'AStK,Ji* i IF ARC J IS AN ELEMENT OF THE KTH TREE; 0 OTHERWISE 
6034 'AI(.1).. NODE i OF ARC 
E•.776 •AZ(Ji=NODE 2 OF ARC J 
EGOS 	COST OF ARC J 
EG40 'IN(K,J).. I IF ARC J MUST BE A MEMBER OF THE KTH TREE; 0 OTHERWISE 
6042 	 1 IF ARC J CANNOT BE A MEMBER OF THE KTH TREE; 0 OTHERWISE 
6044 'SETF.,Ii= 1 IF NODE I IS CONNECTED TO THE KTH TREE; 0 OTHERWISE 
6046 'DEG(Iin DEGREE OF NODE I 
EG46 'NARC(I,Jim DESIGNATION OF THE JTH ARC CONNECTING' NODE I 
6050 'N.. NUMBER OF NODES 
C-654 'M.. NUMBER OF ARCS 
EG54 	KTH TREE 
E056 'FTH= THE HIGHEST NUMBER KTH TREE 
6058 'KMAX= NUMBER OF MINIMUM WEIGHT TREES DESIRED 
EGG) 'CD(K)= 'MINIMUM WEIGHT REPLACEMENT FOR THE KTH TREE 
6062 'BI(K).. BEST INCOMING REPLACEMENT FOR THE KTH TREE 
6064 'BO(Ki= BEST OUTGOING REPLACEMENT FOR THE KTH TREE 
EGGS '* 
6067 ' 	  
117.66 '4 
6070 M=NN(271):N=NN(16) 
6072 PRINT CHR8(12): 
6075 PRINT".C5HOW MANY MINIMUM WEIGHT TREES WOULD YOU LIKE TO SEE? (5 OR LESS)"::MD20:INPUT MD 
6080 IF MDil OR MD>5 THEN 6075 ELSE KM ■HD 
6115 FOR 10.1 TO KM 
6i20 FOR Jri TO M: IN(KrJ;20: OU(K.J)=0 
61=5 NEXT j 
6120 NEXT 
6125 K21:KTH=1:MEA520:SPT ■0:60SUB 6500 
6137 IF KM21 THEN 6550 ELSE GOSUB 6600 
E1 40 MI ■ 695 
E145 FOR I21 TO KTH 
E170 IF CD(I)<MI THEN MI ■CD(I):TEMP ■ I:NEXT 
6155 KTH ■KTH+I 
6160 FOR J21 TO M:IN(KTHrJ)*IN(TEMPrJ):OU(KTH.J)=OU(TEMP.J):AS(KTH,J)EAS(TEMP,J):NEXT 
6165 OU(KTH,B0(TEMP)) 2 1:AS(KTH,B0(TEMP) 20:1NiTEMP.80(TEMP))21:AS(KTH,B1(TEMP))..1 
6170 PRINT"%2 THE KIN MINIMUM WEIGHT SPANNING TREE FOR K ■ ":KTH 
6175 PRINT" 
61E0 PRINT" 
q1E5 PRINT" SP ARC NOOE01 NODEN2COST ARC 0" 
E155 PRINT"  	m 
6:00 PRINT" 
6_7_05 I26:CO20 
E210 FOR J ■ I TO M 
E215 IF AS(KTH,J) ■ 1 THEN I ■ I+1:O0 ■CO+C(J) ELSE 6225 
6220 PRINT" 	":" 	";Al(J):" 	":A2(J):" 	":C(J):"- 	":J 
6225 NEXT J 
E230 PRINT""C4 THE COST OF THIS SPANNING TREE IS "TI":CO 
6235 IF KTN=KM THEN 6245 
6:36 K ■ TEMP:GOSUB 6600 
6240 KmKTH:GOSUB 6600 
E242 GOTO 614') 
62 45 PRINT"SUMMARY" 
6470 RETURN 
6455 '0. 
E500 'THIS SUBSECTION SOLVES THE MINIMUM WEIGHT SPANNING TREE 
6501 • 	  
6510 1.121:FOR 1=1 TO N 
652:0 SET(KrU ■0 
6720 NEXT I 
6732 AR ■0:FOR J ■ 1 TO M 
6534 AS(K,J)20 
6536 NEXT J 
554') SET(Krli ■ 1 
67. 50 CM-599 
E560 NEXARC ■0:FOR I ■ l TO N 
"6.70 IF SET(KrI) ■ 1 THEN 6550 ELSE 6640 
6780 FOR IL=1 TO DEG(I) 
6790 SPT=5PT+1:Asrp44Rc(I,m) 
660') IF (SET(KrA1(A))+SET(K.A2(A))) ■ 1 THEN SPT=SPT+1 ELSE 6630 
66i0 IF CtA)<CM THEN CM ■ C(A):NEXARC ■A ELSE 663') 
6620 IF OMml THEN GOTO 6650 
6G30 NEXT IL 
6640 NEXT I 
6650 AStK,NEXARC)=1 
1771S0 SET( ., ,A1(N6<.ARC))=1:5ET(Kr2(NEXARC))21:AR=AR+1 
6670 IF AR.,:owo16i—Ii THEN G550 ELSE PRINT CHRS(12:); 



































6E01 	  
PRINT" 




1.'0:C0=0: 	FOP 	Jai 	TO ht 
IF ASkKeJ)=1 THEN IaI+1:C0aCO+C 	ELSE 6770 
PRINT" 	a:Ii" 	u7A1(J):" ";A2(J):" 	"'COW 
NEXT J 
PRINT"C4THE COST OF THE SPANNING TREE IS '"C1" ;CO 
RETURN 
'THIS SUBSECTION COMPUTES THE BEST ARC EXCHANGE 
' 
NWa696 
FOR Jai TO M 
IF AS(KrJia0 THEN IF OU(KrJ)a0 THEN 6820 ELSE 6662 ELSE 6862 
FOR 	Ial 	TO N: 	FRM(I)a0:NEXT 
H1aA1(J):H2*A2(J):FRM(H2)=H1 
FOR. 	1=1 	TO N 
IF FPM(I)<>0 THEN 68 40 ELSE 6880 
FOR. Lai 	TO DEG(I): 	ARCaNARCAIrL) 
IF AS(KrARC) ■ 1 THEN 6848 ELSE 6875 
IF FRM(Ai(ARC))>0 THEN IF FRM(A2ARC))70 THEN 6875 
IF Ai(APC)=I 	THEN 6875 ELSE 6860 
MEAS*MEAS+2:FRM(A2(ARC)1*I: 	GOTO 6665 
MEASaMEAS+2:FRWAIARC))al 
IF A1APCi ■ H1 	THEN 6860 





IF IN(KrAPCi=0 THEN IF DI<MW THEN MWaD1:C/aJ:CT.APC ELSE 6805 
IF NW*0 THEN 8967 







FOR 	1=1 	TO DE6(K1: 	TEMPaNAPC(KlrIi 
IF ASK:TEMP)=1 THEN MEASaMEAS+1 ELSE 6960 
6525 IF Ai(TEMP)=FRM(K1) 	THEN IF A2(TEMP)=K1 	THEN 6935 
6. 630 IF AZ(TEMP)aFRM(K1) THEN IF A1(TEMP)=K1 THEN 6633 ELSE 6860 ELSE 6960 
6935 DI*C)—CTEMP) 
E9 4 .:, IF 1ts,TEMPia0 THEN IF DI<MW THEN 6945 ELSE 6957 ELSE 6955 
6645 MEA6=MEAS+1:MW=DI:CI=J:CTaTEMP 
0050 IF MW=0 THEN 6967 
E975 IF FRP(F.1)=H2 THEN 6862 ELSE 6910 
ES60 NEXT I 
6962 NEXT J 
E867 CO=0 
8-970 FOP J2=1 - TO M 
e7'77 IF ASO(rj2ia1 	THEN CO=CO+C(J2) 
6980 NEXT J2 
6985 CO(KiaMW+CO:81(K)=CI:80(K)*CT 
0986 PRINT" -T6 	CD= 	";CD(Ki:" 	81= 	"BI(Ki;" 	813= 	";80(10;"C1" 
E967 PRINT "KTH= 	"KTH;" • TEHP* ';TEMP 
APPENDIX D 
43 
POWER . PLAT AND POWER LINE TEAMS 
44 
Appendix D-1 
g. Team HG, Power Plan Operation and Maintenance  
(1) Capabilities. Operates and maintains installed electrical power 
plants of at least 900 KW capacity, of up to 3 generators having combined 
capacity of 900 to 7,500 KW capacity. 
(2) Basis of Allocation. One per electric power generating plant of 
900 to 7,500 KW capacity. 
(3) Mobility. 
(a) This unit is authorized by TOE 16 personnel and approximately 
1,900 pounds (100 cubic feet) of equipment requiring transportation. Non-
equipment and supplies constitute approximately 1,200 pounds (50 cubic 
feet). 
(b) On a move to a new location using one lift by organic assets, the 
unit can move approximately two personnel and 1,500 pounds (150 cubic feet)1/ 
of equipment and supplies. 
TOE D5-530144 
CmIMLE 04 
TOO CO ORG.O4C1.110.; A SCAJNISLOOT 
SECTION l: PEMNNUALLOWANCES 
P..... of 	 ea. a.■ I V6.3 	 1:43.0.S. 
IDE 05-530716 
CHARGE  DR 
7 • II 	G I to 
Au, 	 l.R 	 C...1.1 • 
/ • 





01 04 	E-4 51f30 	 3 
03 	3-5 51320 MC 	3 
03 	3-5 52 EEO 
03 	E-5 63620 MC 	2 
04 	P-5 52E20 	 4 
03 
03 	P-4 43910 	 2 
03 
04 
03 	P-3 63810 	 2 
NMI TOTAL 	 16 
SRC 711 XL 	 16 
SRC DS 53Dm6MC 
► 111 PLANT OP /RAINY TERM 
tDRIERP CART DP 
03 EXTERIOR ELEC 
04 PO WERPLAMT Of 
05 Pitt ces c VIEW 0E04 
PDMERM LI MT DP 
07 DELETE 
OR Pia GEM t.wrtm mitw 
D9 DELETE 
ID DELETE 
► VI LEN C N1EM M ECM 
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Tot 05—T3 CNA 
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:AAA 001140117A 	 FPO 1110kOWOR 













Pill !LAWS OP its A INT TEAR 
MASK CIA:: PROTECTIVE PI EL 0 02 
00412.4e INPTER: AN !USN —223 02 3 
1204,15 ti A 0IM1Ca 	:EN= 	IN-13,0 0 02 1 
WI-WS I NADIACPENER I IN-171/03 02 1 
176421 &TELE 5.51 	1 LitnEEERA ill e 02 16 
171722 1 seltriCE I 	PONER PLANT Ai A 'INT ENCE: OPRTC NA ANTENANCE TERN GUI f 02 1 
1133.14 TOOL KIT PECNAN1C 	: 	I':NT 	opf 	L.NT 02 6 212 
71:1, BIT CARPENTERS: fis:I :En PLATOON wiCEE:sT 02 1 
MITT I TOOL (IT ELICTRTCIANS: .SEP B 	1 02 3 213 
01679.3 S Tctch OUTFIT CUTTING AND VELO MG: SET 2 02 1 
1314211 I TRUCK CAR CO: TACTICAL 1-1 AN TON AIL 	/E 02 
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	 46 
i. Team HI, Power Line 
(1) Capabilities. Installs and maintains up to 60 miles of high voltage 
electrical power lines. 
(2) Basis of Allocation. One per two electric power generating plants 
of 900 to 7,500 KW capacity. Normally attached to an Engineer Facilities 
Engineer Group, TOE 5-203. 
(3) Mobility. 
(a) This unit is authorized by TOE 14 personnel and approximatley 
7,200 pounds (950 cubic feet) of equipment requiring transportation. Non-
TOE equipment and supplies constitute approximately 1,000 pounds (50 cubic 
feet). 
(b) On a move to a new location using one lift by organic assets, the 
unit can move approximately 14 personnel and 7,540 pounds (730 cubic feet)1/ 
of equipment and supplies. 
TAE 05•530 1.6 	 TA NA 013 0110111/40A11014 
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